
COERCE, PERSUADE, ELUCIDATE: 	 ELLIOTT #2163 
THREE ATTITUDE/ACTION SYNERGIES: "APARTHEID" AS CASE 
The quality of social change is a function of the coerce-persuade-elucidate dynamic 

leading to, informing, guiding the particular change. Not much chance of change un-
less all three attitude/action synergies are present. Occupationally, the three cor-
relate with the military, the rhetoricians of church (ie, clergy) & state (ie, poli-
ticos), & the analyst-interpreters (journalists, historians, & philosophers)....Yes-
terday (28June87), a woman explained why, in Finland, her mother had left the state 
church: shed refused to pay her church tax, & the church had gotten the government to 
liberate her cow as payment in kind ("kind" hex?meaning cattle). Originally, the 
Christian religion depended only on persuasion & elucidation; in this case, coercion 
was added--here, not to foster change but to resist itl 	In the USA 1950s-60s black 
liberation movement, all three synergies were at work & converged in MLK as symbolic 
person. The basic attitude/action was persuasion, & it was augmented by argumenta-
tion (chiefly from America's Founding Documents) & coercion (sitins, sitdowns, users 
strikes--esp. against the Montgomery Bus Corp.--& marches). Currently, this is being 
used as a (acc. to me, false) historical analogy in the case of South Africa, where 
almost the only similarity is the fact of black/white confrontation....What occasions 
this Thinksheet is yesterday's Bill Buckley's TV "Firing Line," a debate between Abp. 
Trevor Huddleston, Pres. of Britain's Anti-Apartheid League, & British journalist Paul 
Johnson, Buckley as functional neutral but smiling against the priest & for the layman. 

1. Than the bishop, the journalist was factually more pertinent & current, 
intellectually more honest, & morally more sensitive. I was almost 
ashamed of my profession! When it was over, I turned to Loree & said, 
"Thank God for the laity!" For unreality & irrelevance, the clergyman 
reminded me of Reagan, whose occupational dynamic- -viz, rhetorician --is 
the same. Rhetoricians of church & state eschew coercion (which is as 
much a failure of rhetoric as death is a failure of the physician) and 
are suspicious of elucidators as at least potentially subverters of 
rhetoric & (therefore!) of church & state. Currently, Thatcherism is a 
masterful instance of the dragooning of coercion & elucidation in the in-
terest of continuing the empowerment of the persuader: Meg is better at 
it than Ronnie, & has a polity even more unguarded against demagoguery. 
...While I hate & fear the demagoguery of the general-admiral & of the 
politico, even more I hate & fear the demagoguery of the cleric, who-- 
in addition to the powers of the others - -can call upon heaven for sup-
port & threaten hell against dissent (whether or not the public believe 
in either heaven or hell). (Webster: "a leader who makes use of popular 
prejudices and false claims and promises to gain power.") 

2. A peculiarly dangerous warpage occurs when - -as in the instances of the 
Finnish caw & the British archbishop - -the rhetorician takes to overex-
pecting in supporting coercion. TH sounded as though the Kingdom of God 
would come if "we" could only "get rid of apartheid." He was completely 
impervious to data from successful anticolonial black African regimes, 
such as that the income of S.African blacks is 30 times the black Afri-
can median & that civil (though not political) rights of S.African 
blacks are more extensive than the civil rights of black Africans in 
any other African nation. And he was enraged at WB's alluding to the 
fact that "we Catholics" made economic progress in Britain (as S.African 
blacks are now making economic progress, at least up to the time of the 
biting in of current sanctions) "for 300 years before we got the vote." 
TN insisted on what I've been calling the insult factor: What we should 
be looking at is not that S.African blacks are far better off economi-
cally and civil-rights-wise than other black Africans, but that they're 
not as well off as the S.African whites. TH appeared to be entirely 
captive to the starry-eyed socialist identification of liberty with 
equality, an antiexistenial romantic idealism that infestsmy own deno-
mination, the United Church of Christ.  
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3. Another dangerous warpage occurs when the rhetorician overencourages  
in supporting coercion,  as the USA did in the 1986 Hungarian uprising & 
as many Christian clerics in & out of S.Africa are now doing (in the lat-
ter case, twofold: sanctions, & verbal support for the ANC's violence & 
threatening of violence--on both, including the no-gray-scale assertion 
of EITHER the collapse of Pretoria OR violent revolution). It's an oc-
cupational hazard of rhetoricians, more of sacred (ie, preachers) than of 
secular (ie, politicos), to "think" & conclude either/or  (hare, I can't 
say black/white!). Here the evolution of Jesse Jackson is instructive, as 
he's both preacher & politico; and, as he's become more the latter than 
the former, his rhetoric has become more nuanced, somewhat less strident 
though not much less demagogic, somewhat less diametrical and more dialec-
tical. So far, I've not seen this evolution in clergy sounding off on S. 
Africa; & this failure accounts for the dominant schizophrenic screeching. 

4. Intellectual obtuseness & simplistic moralism assure bad listening,  as 
in the case of TH: dogmatic arrogance has no ears. TH repeatedly misun-
derstood what WB & PJ were saying, then repeatedly insulted them for at-
titudes they were not exhibiting & ideas they'd not espoused--every time 
as preface to one more section of his canned antiapartheid speechifying. 
Additionally, he smeared those WB & PJ quoted: Butelesi as a toady of 
Pretoria, Alan Paton as a middleclass white who doesn't know what he's 
talking about in calling for investment so as to further black economic 
development so as to pressure government to add political rights to civil 
rights when blacks have advanced (as they've been, at least till heavy 
sanctions) to managerial indispensability (as Sullivan Principles USA 
corporations, esp. IBM & Kodak, were working for till they pulled out). 
(Paton's position became, & remains, mine since, a decade ago, I became 
directly acquainted with IBM's successfully pressuring Pretoria to per-
mit IBM to train blacks for management--personally knowing the IBMer in 
charge of this process, a UCC layman.)....More evidence of bad listening: 
Though TH was triply trounced as inferior to the journalist factually, 
intellectually, & morally, the clergyman, failing to see his defeat, de-
camped the field with a smugly triumphant, self-righteous grin. (TH is 
a white Anglican bishop, the alter ego of Tutu as a black Anglican bishop.) 

5. Psychoreligious analysis: TH is an idolater in investing with ultimacy  
the antiapartheid cause: to calculate consequences is in itself a form of 
blasphemy, as the sacred is not for sale but is, by definition, inviolate. 
Both UM & PJ were shocked by TH's insistence that apartheid must go now 
at whatever cost to anybody, including S.African blacks. But this will-
ingness to sacrifice other (!) folks is implicit in every sacred cause, 
as well as the willingness to sacrifice oneself (rithaut which the preach-
ing of the cause is cheap, as is almost all white antiapartheid preaching). 

6. What have these past 14 years of sanctions achieved? Positive  results 
--as in the history of international economic sanctions--are slim to non-
existent. But look at these negatives:  (1) Deprived of weapons, Pretoria 
tooled up & is now the world's #3 exporter of military-&-police equip-
ment (including to black African states). This beefs up the economy & 
increases the government's violence-control potential--both effects de-
creasing the potential of sanctions....(2) Deprived of imported energy 
sources, Pretoria has developed its coal-oil-gas & even made significant 
advances in synthetic fuels--again, rendering it closer to sanction-proof. 
Further, the exporting of energy strengthens the government's balance of 
trade & world-financial posture....(3) Pretoria is now relieved of pres-
sure from foreign firms to permit the managerial training of blacks-- 
especially since the pulling out of American firms, which had taken the 
lead in this hopeful development. (Said TH, "Nothing has changed for 30 
years."),..,(4) The foreign-exchage situation of nations pulling out, esp. 
the USA, has been hurt doubly. Eg, when Kodak pulled out, we lost that 
business & Fuji took it over....(5) S.African politics moved to the right, 
against moderate Botha....(6) Blacks have been killing their moderates.... 
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